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Restricted Relational Richness
and Musical Ana]ysis*

JAY RAHN

In recent years, I have been developing a metho1 for analysing music cf all
sorts. The fru~ts of this method appear in a number of articles and in my book
A Theory for All Music,l My method of amlysis takes as one of its points
of departure an approach first described in detail by Nelson Goodman in The
Structure of Appearanu2 and thereupon elaborated in certain passages of Meta-
Variations by the music theorist Benjamin Boretz.:~ Since my method can be
construed as having a direct antecedent in philosophy, it might be of some
interest to workers in that field. Because my method has found its first
substantial applications in the realm of music, it might interest aestheticians.
I hope that my method will be attractive to philosophers and I believe that the
reasons which one can advance in its favour contain a number of philosophic
novelties that are capable of further development.

The analyses that I have undertaken presuppose that there are observed
phenomena to be analysed. In tbe case of music, I consider these phenomena to

consist of sounds and scores, tbat IS tones and notes, respectively. When I do
not wish to distinguish between tones and notes, I refer to the observed
phenomena simply as the "observables."

Undefined Predicates.

The second component of my analyses consists of the concepts that one
employs to interpret or describe the observables, In a musical analysis, these
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con :epts might be embedded in such phrases as "has pitch," "is higher (in pitcb)
than," "is just higher ih pitch than," "forms a pitch-interval that matches the
pitch-interval formed by," "happens at a ;:noment," "happens at a moment that
is before the moment at which occurs," "is just before," "forms a time-interval
that matches the time-interval formed by," "is louder than," and "has a timbre
that matches the timbre of."4 Each of these phrases corresponds to either a
one-place predicate or a two-place predicate, where the places are occupied by
observed tones or Dotes. When one or more observables occupy the places
before or after the predicate, an observation sentence (or statement) results.
For example, one might observe in a given piece that "tone X has p~tch" or
that "note Y is louder than note Z," or that "the dyad consisting of tones P
and Q forms a time-interval that matches the time-interval formed by the dyad
consisting of tones Rand S".

The predicates embodied in phrases such as 'has pitch" or "is louder than"
are considered to be undefined. As such, they consti tute a portion of the set
of "undefined concepts." or "elementary categories" of the analysis. Each
undefined predicate can be considered to embody a "meaning" that might be
more or less elusive depending on how the predicate is employed. The potential
elusiveness of a given predicate's meaning constitutes a threat to the
intersubjectivity of its usage. Though there is no way to guarantee that
another person will understand one's predicates in precisely the way that the
analyst might desi re, one can attempt to ward off misunderstanding to a
certain extent by specifying certain permutational propntles of given
predicates, that is, the ways in which observables can be arranged around the
predicates. For example, I can state that, according to my understanding, the
predicate "is higher (in pitch) than" is irrefJexive, antisymmetric and
transitive: transitive, because if tone X is higher (in pitch) than tone Y, and
tone Y is higher in pitch than tone Z, then it fol!ows that tone X is higher
than tone Z ; asymmetric, because if tone X is higher than tone Y. then tone Y
cannot be higher than tone X ; and irrefJexive, because tone X cannot be higher
than itself, at kast according to my understanding.5 By specifying that a
given predicate is irreflexive, asymmetric, and transitive, I am conveying
certain aspects of what I mean by the predicate and how I intend- to use it. In
this way, I am trying to clarify my usage and thereby attempting to prevent
misunderstanding.

The permutational properties of a predicate constitute its logical features.
If one has made an observation statement, one can, on the basis of one's
understanding of the predicate employed, specify a) what further observation
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statements are necessarily entailed, b) what further observation statements
would contradict it, and c) what further observation statements would be
neither entailed nor contradictory, but rather merely consistent with it

Although such observation statements can have certain logical aspects.
their predicates have in the past been termed "extra-logical" Calling them
extra-logical serves to distinguish them from more narrowly logical terms such
as the connectives "and," "or,' and "not." The latter serve a number of useful
fun ~tions in an analysis. One of tbese functions is to combine with undefined
predicates to form definitions of defined predicates. For example, cne can
define the notion of ' between-ness" in the following way: If tone X is higher
in pitch than tone Y and tone Y is higher in pitch than tone Z. then the pitch of
tone Y is between the pitches of tones X and Z. The preceding definition is
framed in terms of the logical connectives "it...then" and "and." (As logicians
have shown, statements joined by "if...then" can be reduced to the same
statements joined in speciHc arrangements by "and," "or," and "not.")6

The Principle of Parsimony.

The logical and extra-logical terms us,d in an anaylysis constitute its
basis. By and large, one attempts to reduce the number and complexity of the
predicates in a basis to a minimum. The principle invoked by methodologists
in this situation is that of economy, parsimony, or "Ockham's razor." The
desirability of economy seems often to have been concidered self-evident.
Nevertheless, a number of reasons can be advanced for attempting to be
parsimonious in one's choice of undefined predicates. First, all othel things
being e<lual, one increases the danger of losing intersubjectivity as one
increases the number of one's undefined predicates. Secondly, each undefined
predicate represents a risk, for its adoption involves the assumption that it
captures a significant aspect of the observables. Thirdly. ~f one takes a given
undefined predicate and defines another predicate in terms of it (as was done
with "is h1gher (in pitch) than" and "has a pitch that is between the pitches
ct." above), the connections between the two predicates becomes dearer than
they might have been if one had adopted both predicates as undefined.

Although it is generally considered desirable to reduce the numbrr and
complexity of onp's basic predicates as far as possible. to do so indefinitely
would be self-stultifying. If there were no undefined extra-logical predicates
at all. there could be 1)'1 observation statements at all Furthermore, if in the
case of music, for instance, one were to exclude all the predicates that refer to
tcne quality (or timbre), one would not be able to capture the ways in which
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tone colour is patterned or structured in many pieces. Admittedly, in some
works (c. g., the canons in J. S. Bach's Musical Offering and the fugues in the same
composer's Art of Fugue), the timbral stucture is trivial insofar as the composer
has specified no particular tone colours for the notes. However, in other pieces
(e. g., instrumental arrangements of the same works that have been made by
later writers), timbral structure can be quite complex.

One's choice of undefined predicates serves to dete~mine the domain of
discourse of one's analysis. For instance, one might analyse a piece from the
p::>int of view of loudness, or pitch, or both, or both in combinaticn
with other variables. In this way, one might evolve a "theory of pitch," "a
theory of rhythm", etc. Fmtherraore, one might conceive of a theory of pitch
that adopted "h:ls pitch" as its only undefined extra-logical predicate. Though
one would be able to specify which tones were identical with each other by
virtue of having pitch or not having pitch, one would not be able to describe
further pitch relations or any interval relations at all. In short, there is no
single, "rock-bottom" list of undefined predicates that have to be adopted :n a
musical analysis.

In order to recapitulate and move on, one can note that in the sort of
analytical situation which I am describing, there are three components: a set
of observables. a set of undefined predicates that are both logical and extra-
logical, and a set of abservation statements. The set of observables is considered
to be "given" and, in the absence of the other two types of sets, unanalysed and
uninterpreted. One can compare two analyses of the same set of observables
with regard to the number and complexity of the undefined predicates that
they invoke.7 If their respective sets of undefined predicates define the same
domain of discourse, they are commensurate. One can determine whetber two
analyses are commensurate by commparing the undefined predicates that they
invoke. Indeed, one of the main reasons why parsimony can be considered
desirable is that one can readily determine what domain of discourse is
specified by a parsimonious analysis and determine whether two such analyses
are commensurate. In general) if two sets of undefind predicates are
commensurate and equally numerous and complex, but otle analysis includes
observation statements not contained in the other but not vice versa,the tormer
is to be preferred. The last assertion, which I will refine later. embodies the
principle of what I term "relational multiplicity" or "relational richness".

Relational Richness.

From the point of view of the sort of analysis in which I am engaged, the
ultimate goal of analysis is to add to one's knowledge of the observables. In
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general, as the number of observation statements increases. O!l~'S knowledge
increases as well. Another way of stating this idea is to say that as the number
of observation statements incr~ases, so too does the number of relations that
one can assert among the observables. In this way, one is encouraged to observe
an injunction that has been articulated in various infor1nal ways by
commentators on problems of method, namely, "Connect. always connect".8
Furthermore, by jointly reducing one's undefined predicates to a minimum
numbu or degree of complexity and increasing the number of one's observation
statements to a maximum, one can realize the goal of "simplicity in
complexity" or "elegance" that certain writers on questions of method have
advocated informally.9

When one compares the permutational properties of various predicates. one
finds that different predicates give rise to different degrees of relational
richness, other things being equal. For example. one can demonstrate that the
most fertile sort of relationship is that of identity. Since the predicate "is
identical with (i.e., in a single respect such as pitch or loudness)" is reflexive,
symmetric, and transitive, it can give rise to 112relations or observation
statements when applied to n observed entities. By contrast, the predicate "is
precisely identical with (i.e., in all conceivable respects)" can give rise to only
n relations or abservation statem~nts, because it is merely reflexive,'O In

general, identity is the most fertile sort of relationship, What this means for
analys~s is that one generally attempts to discern identities and other relatively
fertile relations wherever feasible, for doing so tends to increase relational
richness. In doing so, however, one need not take a relation such as "js
identical with (in some respect)" as pri;nitive or undefined. Identity relations
can emerge as special cases of matching relations, which in turn can emerge as
negations of difference relations, which in turn can emerge as disjunctions of

sequential relations.11

Restricted Relational Richness.

Just as one might be tempted to multiply undefined predicates needlessly,
one might, because of the inJun.:tion' to maximize relational richness, be
motivated to multiply relations or observation statements beyond a point where
one is adding to knowledge For that reason, I have specified the notion of
"restricted relational richness" in order to prevent a madcap proliferation of
observation statements First. I exclude the positing of .absolutely unfalsifiable
or tautological relations sllch as "matches in pitch or differs In pitch tram,"
If the tones being observed have pitch, the predicate "matches in pitch or
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differs in pitch from" is trivially applicable to any pair of them. Such
statements, which involve complementary relationships joined by the connective
"or," are excluded because they add nothing to one's knowledge of the
observables. Secondly, I exclude the joint positing of redundant relationships
such as "is higher in pitch than or lower in pitch than" and "is different in
pitch from". Positing one of these relations might add to one's knowledge, but,
since both predicates have the same meaning, positing a second such
relationship adds nothing to one's knowledge. Similarly, 1 exclude the joint
positing of a relationship and its opposite in a fashion such as the following:

"tone X is higher than tone Y" and "tone Y is lower than tone X." Such pairs
of relations are also tautological or redundant.

Concluding Remarks.

If relational richness is a main aim in an analysis, there are certain
resluts, it becomes possible to compare analyses. Frequently, analyse appear to
be justified on the mere grounds that they do not contradict the observables or
that they provide an "interesting perspective" on the observables.u According
to the method outlined here, one can distinguish between analyses with regard
to their respective domains of discourse and their respective degrees of
relational richness. Indeed, a high degre~ of relational richness in an
interpretation represents a high degree of what has been described informally
in the past as simpJicity. Though it might seem paradoxical, a relatively large
number of relations in an analysis betokens a relative simplicity in the analysis.
This point becomes clear if one observes the simplifying effect that a positing of
identities and isomorphisms has on an analysis.Ii! Secondly, if one adopts a
method that aims to increase relational richness in an analysis. one can
compare sets of observables, for example. actual pieces of music, with regard to
their relative amounts of simplicity. As one turns from a comparison of
analyses to a comparison of pieces, one still finds that a relatively large number
of relations corresponds - paradoxicalJy - to a relative1y high degree of
simplicity, For example. one tends to find, by and large, mote relations in
relatively "popular' forms than in relatively "serious" or "elite" forms, all
other things being equal And one would generally find more relations in an
early work of Mozart than in a late work. And so forth.1-! In this way, one
arrives at my final point which is that though one might assert a greater
amount of aesthetic value to an analysis by virtue of its containing a higher
degree of relational richness, such a procedure would be rather perilous with
regard to actual pieces, for it would seem that-for some people at least - more
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highly valued music is music that is less rich in relations. However, one cannot
make a serious assertion about the relative amounts of relational richness in
two pieces or repertoires unless one has analysed them in terms of a single set
of undefined concepts and assessed their respective degrees of restricted
reI ational richness.
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